Privacy and Cookies Statement
1. PESSNET.COM is committed to protecting your privacy and maintaining the security of any
personal information received from you. We strictly adhere to the requirements of the data
protection legislation in the UK.
The purpose of this statement is to explain to you what personal information we collect and how we
may use it.
2a. When you register for the PESS Newsletter we ask you for your name, job title, contact
telephone number, company, country, and email address.
2b. When you register for the PESS Directory we ask you for your name, job title, contact telephone
number, company, country, and email address.
3. We use your personal information to notify you of changes to the website and to conduct
research.
4. We do not sell, rent or exchange your personal information with any third party for commercial
reasons.
5. We follow strict security procedures in the storage and disclosure of information which you have
given us, to prevent unauthorised access in accordance with the UK data protection legislation.
We do not collect sensitive information about you except when you specifically and knowingly
provide it. In order to maintain the accuracy of our database, you can check, update or remove your
personal details by contacting the 4vco Limited Data Controller by email or at the address on the
Contact Us page.
6. We will not transfer your information outside the EEA (European Economic Area) without first
obtaining your consent.
7. If you have any questions about privacy please contact us by email or at the address on the
Contact page.

Cookie Policy
We are committed to protecting your privacy when you use our online services. This policy has been
written to help explain how and why cookies are used on our website.
By using our website you are agreeing to this policy, and you consent to our use of cookies in
accordance with the terms of this policy
About cookies
A cookie is a file containing an identifier that is sent by a web server to a web browser, and stored by
the browser. The identifier is sometimes used to track information about when you visit pages and
your interactions with them.
Cookies may be either "persistent" cookies or "session" cookies. A persistent cookie consists of a
text file sent by a web server to a web browser, which will be stored by the browser and will remain

valid until its set expiry date (unless deleted by the user before the expiry date). A session cookie, on
the other hand, will expire at the end of the user session, when the web browser is closed.
We use both session cookies and persistent cookies on this website.
How we use cookies
We use cookies to record the preferences of visitors to help us optimise the design of our website.
Cookies are small text files that are placed on your computer by the websites you visit. They help us
give you content that is more accurately suited to your needs and so improve our service to you.
Most web browsers allow some control of most cookies through the browser settings. To find out
more about cookies, including how to see what cookies have been set and how to manage and
delete them, visit www.allaboutcookies.org
We do not use cookies to:




Collect any personally identifiable information (without your express permission)
Pass data to advertising networks
Pass personally identifiable data to third parties

Cookies used on this website
Google Analytics
_utma
_utmb
_utmc
_utmz
These cookies are used to collect information about how visitors use our site. We use the
information to compile reports and to help us improve the site. The cookies collect information in an
anonymous form, including the number of visitors to the site, where visitors have come to the site
from and the pages visited.
Google Privacy Policy - http://www.google.com/intl/en_uk/analytics/privacyoverview.html
ClickDimensions
Cuvid
cusid
cuvon
These cookies are used to collect information about how visitors use our site. We use the
information to better understand our visitors’ needs, where visitors have come to the site from and
the pages visited.
ClickDimensions Privacy Policy - http://help.clickdimensions.com/clickdimensions-cookies-for-webanalytics

